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Why do we need a myCuesta style guide? The myCuesta portal will have visual and text information from many different 
entities across the campus, each with their own set of criteria, yet they all need to exist on the same page. The guide is 
not an attempt to restrict academic/creative freedom, but is intended to help you make the pages consistent, clear and 
user-friendly for our audience.

This guide will focus on the most utilized areas of  
channel administration:
  Hints and tips page 2

1. Publish a new channel: Channel Type
 • Image 3
 • Inline Frame 4

2. Manage Targeted Content Channels
 • Link with Teaser and Photo 5
 • Link with Photo 5
 • File Image Upload 6
 • Free Form Text/HTML 7
 • Remote HTML Reference 12
 • Remote Image Reference 13
 • Glossary 14

Where to get help
On campus:  
For questions about image limitations, contact Sean Landers at 
slanders@cuesta.edu or x3248.
For questions about accessing channel creator links, contact  
Catherine Werst at cwerst@cuesta.edu or x3248. 
For questions about Web accessibility for people with disabilities, 
contact Kelly Whitten at kwhitten@cuesta.edu.

References on the Web for HTML:
Cuesta College's webguide polices is located at http://www.cuesta.
edu/webguide/policies.htm

The www.w3.org is a web site and organization devoted to set-
ting the guidelines for the Web. They are widely regarded as the 
international standard for Web accessibility. They supply support 
materials to help understand and implement Web accessibility, 
resources all through international collaboration.

The accessibility portion is located at www.w3.org/WAI. Its pur-
pose is to develop strategies, guidelines and resources to help make 
the Web accessible to people with disabilities.

Help make this publication better.
Please email Lana Rauch,  
lrauch@cuesta.edu with additions 
or corrections.

Style Guide Overview
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Syntax 
myCuesta is spelled out as one word, lower case "m",  
upper case "C", and if you have the option, the "my" is 
italic.

External Links
Link images and other documents to Cuesta servers, 
not external web sites. Stand alone documents such as 
Microsoft Word files must come up in their own browser 
window. The code for that is target ="new"

Check in other browsers
Especially when using HTML, check your channel in other 
browsers besides the one you use. If using Internet Ex-
plorer, try the channel in Firefox, Mozilla or Netscape.

RSS feeds
Before creating a channel using an RSS feed, find out the 
usual length of a typical feed. There are some feeds that 
are many lines long and this will create a long channel. 
Use your judgement.

Name your channel
In order for your channel to have the most functionality, 
make sure to give your channel a functional name. This 
can be done here:
Channel admin> Manage a currently published channel> 
click the modify button> click the link "channel functional 
name"> give your channel its name and click the button 
"accessible only". 

By doing this, your channel will appear in the "myC-
uesta Channel" (see top left) and other places where lists 
of channels appear.

myCuesta Channel
Catherine has created a myCuesta channel. This channel 
is great for a few reasons. It's a way to see a list of all of 
the channels (and preview them) without having to make 
a separate channel for each of them. It is also a way to 
test your work on the channel you are working on without 
having to start a new channel and log out.

Links
If using a list of links, avoid extra white space between 
each link. 
They should look like this:

Tips and Hints

Not like this:

Drop down lists
Contact Catherine Werst (cwerst@cuesta.edu) for the 
script to do a drop down list of links that looks like this:
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Publish a new channel: Channel type: "Image"

WrItIng
Keep the caption short and to the point.
Image lImIts: Keep size under 50kb at 72 dpi; no larger than 200 pixel by 200 pixel, RGB; File types .jpg or .gif.
Pictures larger than this will clog the server and make loading time for the viewer longer. If you are unsure about an image, please contact 
Sean Landers at slanders@cuesta.edu or call x3248. 
fIle names: File names should contain eight or fewer characters (in prefix only) in the file name. For example:  
“imagetwo.jpg”. No special characters (except underscore) or spaces are allowed in the file name, use all lower-
case.

Overview: This channel type is used when you want to publish 
a new channel that your chosen role can see. You are allowed to 
display an image with an optional caption and subcaption.

Suitable example:
Image fits within the column. Measures 200 
px wide.

Unsuitable example:
Wide channels are often caused by oversized images, as an image will force a 
column to its width. This image measures 400 px wide. 
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Publish a new channel: Channel type: "Inline frame"

reCommendatIons
Use links to other web sites instead of rendering a whole web site within the channel. If a snippet of a web page 
is used as a link, make sure the link comes up as a new window. Here is the code: <a href="http://thewebsite.com" 
target="new">
Image lImIts: Keep size under 50kb at 72 dpi; no larger than 125 pixels by 125 pixels, RGB; File types jpg or gif.
Pictures larger than this will clog the server and make loading time for the viewer longer. If you are unsure about an image, please contact 
Sean Landers at slanders@cuesta.edu or call x3248. 
fIle names: File names should contain eight or fewer characters (in prefix only) in the file name. For example:  
“imagetwo.jpg”. No special characters (except underscore) or spaces are allowed in the file name, use all lowercase.

Overview: Renders an HTML page within a frame.  

Unsuitable example:
Web site is rendered in the column. 

Suitable alternate:
Have a list of web site links within the channel.
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Headline: Make it short and sweet and
written to grab attention. This example is
only 6 words. Headline will link to an 
external page where more information 
can be obtained.

Teaser: Again, make it simple. This example
has 17 words. Keep under 50 words.

Image: Image maximum is
125 pixels by 125 pixels at 72 dpi in RBG 
color space. Acceptable formats are .jpg 
(baseline optimized) and .gif. 

Contact info: All channels must have 
contact information such as an e-mail
 address (which may or may not link) or 
phone number. The linkable e-mail address 
shown in the sample was created by making
another targeted content channel 
(without a photo).

Manage Targeted Content Channels:  
"link with teaser and photo" and "link with photo"

WrItIng
Keep all of wording short and to the point. Headline should be under 10 words. Teaser should be under 50 words. If the 
viewer wants more information they can be pointed to a web site (headline is link to an outside web site) or pointed to 
contact info.
 Image lImIts: Keep size under 50kb at 72 dpi; no larger than 125 pixels by 125 pixels; RGB color space; File types 
.jpg or .gif. Pictures larger than this will clog the server and make loading time for the viewer longer. If you are unsure about an image, please 
contact Sean Landers at slanders@cuesta.edu or call x3248.  
fIle names: File names should contain eight or fewer characters (in prefix only) in the file name. For example:  
“imagetwo.jpg”. No special characters (except underscore) or spaces are allowed in the file name, use all lowercase.

Overview: This channel type is used when you want to publish a 
new channel that your chosen role can see. You are allowed to dis-
play an image with an caption and teaser or just a link with photo.

Suitable example:



Example of Incorrect Use:
Image is incorrect size. It makes the 
column too wide.
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Manage Targeted Content Channels:  
"file/Image Upload" 

WrItIng
Keep all of wording short and to the point. Headline should be under 10 words.
Image lImIts: Keep size under 50kb at 72 dpi; no larger than 125 pixels by 125 pixels; RGB color space; file types .jpg 
or .gif.
Pictures larger than this will clog the server and make loading time for the viewer longer. If you are unsure about an image, please contact Sean 
Landers at slanders@cuesta.edu or call x3248.

Overview: The File/Image Upload sub-section can be used to 
create two types of  channel content: File Upload or Image Upload. 
File Upload content is normally existing HTML web content that 
is permanently uploaded to the myCuesta server. Rather than an 
entire web page, this should be just a file that comprises a section of  
HTML snippet from an existing web page.

Correct Example:
Image is the correct size: 125 by 125 
pixels.
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Manage Targeted Content Channels: 
"free form text/html"

overall look 
The aim for the look of all of the channels is to have a uncluttered consistent look. Remember your channel might easily 
conflict with another channel if it is too busy. Keeping pictures to a minimum, limited color palette and concise writing 
style are the goal. Always keep it simple. More is not necessarily better. Your channel should contain no more than three 
colors. Refer to http://www.cuesta.edu/webguide/policies.htm or http://www.w3.org/ for more guidelines.

fIle names
File names should contain eight or fewer characters (in prefix only) in the file name. For example: “imagetwo.jpg”. No 
special characters (except underscore) or spaces are allowed in the file name, use all lowercase.

Image lImIts: Keep size under 50kb at 72 dpi; no larger than 125 pixels by 125 pixels, RGB color space; file types .jpg 
or .gif.
Pictures larger than this will clog the server and make loading time for the viewer longer. If you are unsure about an image, please contact Sean 
Landers at slanders@cuesta.edu or call x3248. For web accessibility questions contact Kelly Whitten, kwhitten@cuesta.edu or call x2825. 

Overview: Allows a channel to imitate the features and look of  a web 
page. There are two basic varieties of  HTML markup tags: logical 
markup, which identifies the structural function of  text sections on the 
page (i.e., paragraphs, bullet lists, headlines, quotations) and physical 
markup tags, which only affects the appearance of  the text (i.e. bold text, 
green text, blue underlined and centered text). Logical markup carries 
information about the text’s meaning, whereas physical markup only  
affects the appearance of  the text. As far as the portal is concerned,  
logical markup is the most important. Physical markup should avoided.

Color
Luminis/myCuesta employs 600 x 800 resolution-specific 
which employs full/high resolution colors.
If you use background colors, keep them light and neutral 
for example:
Light gray: e6e7e8
Light yellow: fbfce3
Light blue: e3f8fc
Unacceptable colors for artwork:
•  Any bright or blaring color that will clash with 

other channels such as bright red or bright 
green. 

•  Bright or dark colored backgrounds make the 
page hard to read for persons with visual  
impairments. 

• Black background with white text.

portal lite 
teal 
baecf8

portal teal 
00bab9

portal lite 
orange 
fc9418

portal orange 
fda843

portal lite 
sage
cfdcbb

portal sage
668d3c

portal lite 
green 
e8eeao

portal green 
d3e03c

myCUesta logo set Colors
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Code rUles 
Well-formed XHTML is required. All code must be validated before being inserted in the portal. 
Please validate your code using the w3’s free service at http://validator.w3.org/. The required 
DOCTYPE is XHTML Transitional 1.0. External pages being used as content for the portal should 
have this line included at the top of the page’s HTML: 
<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC “-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN” 
“http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-transitional.dtd”
•  No overlapping elements (elements must be nested properly). For example, no forms inside of forms. 
•  No open tags: single (unpaired) tags such as those for horizontal rules <hr> or line breaks <br> must be end with /> 

instead of >. Correct examples are: </hr> and </br> 
• All tags must be lowercase 
• All CSS must be lowercase 
•  Must use double quotations for attributes and values. Single quotes may only appear within double quotes. Example: 

<div onclick="window.open('http://utoledo.edu','new',")">Open</div> 
• JavaScript need not be inside comments

restrICted Items 
• No hit counters 
• No frame breakers 
• No advertising in channels 
• To avoid overuse, don't use the Cuesta College Logo in a channel. Department logos are o.k.

The following HTML tags are not allowed in the portal: 
• <font> Use a Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) style declaration in the parent element instead (see CSS section further on)
• <style> Use the pre-made style classes mentioned in CSS section
• <u> Underlines are reserved for links only 
•  <blink> This tag, as well as the marquee tag, besides causing irritation to most users, are not official HTML tags and 

are thus banned from use in the portal 
• <marquee> 
• Sounds and animated material

reCommended html tags 
• <ul> 
• <ol> 
• <table> 
• <p> 
• <h1> 
• <h2> 
• <h3> 
• <a> 
• <div> 
• <span> 
• <img> or <image> 
• <alt>

free form text/html, continued
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types of Images
You may freely use suitable, legal images that identify your channel topic, department, office, or other concept. Take a 
look around the portal first, though, and see if the graphic is being used already. If so, you may want to select a different 
one to ensure your viewers don’t get confused. 

Channel sIzes 
•  To best fit inside the standard, three-column layout, channels should not be wider than 200 pixels or longer than 400 

pixels. Wide channels are often caused by oversized images, as an image will force a column to its width. 
• Try to avoid vertical scroll bars within channels. 
• Horizontal scroll bars are not acceptable. If they appear, make your content narrower. 

fonts and text 
Do not change fonts. Render your text unformatted. If formatting is required, use the following accepted classes inside of 
tags (i.e. <p class="textSmall"> or <td class="textMedium"> ). 
• textSmall 
• textMedium 
• textLarge 
Suggested text color is black 

lInks
When creating links, please keep the following in mind: 
•  Never construct a sentence around a link phrase, such as "click here for more information." Write the sentence as you 

normally would, and place the link anchor on the word or words that best describe the additional content to which you 
are linking. 
Example: 
Poor: Click here for more information on placing links within your text. 
Better: Avoid problems with Web links by managing their placement within the context of your 
document. 

•  Links in the portal should always pop open a new window. To ensure your link opens correctly, add the target="new" at-
tribute to your link tags. This will cause the linked page to appear in a new browser window in front of the one contain-
ing your page. 
Example: <a href=”http://cuesta.edu/” target=”_new”>Cuesta_Home_Page</a> 

•  Let your user know ahead of time if the link is to an external file. Add the words PDF, DOC, etc. and the approximate file 
size at the end of the link text if it is not already clear in the link’s context. 
Example: Cuesta College Course Catalog (PDF, 2.1 MB) 
Example: Travel Expense Form (XLS, 59 KB) 

•  Do not use font tags, style declarations, or other tricks to change the color or appearance of the link. Let the portal style 
sheet (CSS) handle the way links appear. 

free form text/html, continued
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forms 
Forms need to respect scope. All forms must be named in a way that uniquely identifies the form as belonging to the chan-
nel. If two forms have the same name, say “form1”, “search_form”, or “myForm” and the forms happen to be added to the 
same tab, errors or unpredictable results will occur if one or the other is submitted. 

Good form names may safely follow this naming convention: frmChannelNameAuthorInitials. So a form created by Justin 
Doe on the Athletics channel could be named: frmAthleticsJD and it would very likely be safe from scope violation. The 
chance of another form having the same name is very unlikely.

Javascript functions 
JavaScript functions and procedures, as with forms (above), need to respect scope. All functions and global variables must 
be named in a way that uniquely identifies them as belonging to the channel. Good function and variable names may safely 
follow this naming convention: funcChannelNameAuthorInitialsFunction or varChannelNameAuthorInitialsVariable 

free form text/html, continued

text
Please use the official Cuesta College Style Sheet (shown below) expressly designed for myCuesta.

CasCadIng style sheets 
/* CSS GENERAL STYLES FOR CUESTA COLLEGE PAGES */

BODY, P, TD, TH, UL, OL, H1, H2, H3 {
 FONT-FAMILY: ARIAL, SANS-SERIF;
 FONT-SIzE: 9PT;
 COLOR: #000000
 TEXT-DECORATION: NONE; }

H1 {
 FONT-SIzE: 12PT; }

H2 {
 FONT-SIzE: 13PT; }

H3 {
 FONT-SIzE: 14PT; }

A, A:LINK, A:VISITED, A:HOVER, A:ACTIVE {
 FONT-FAMILY: ARIAL, SANS-SERIF;
 FONT-SIzE: 11PX;
 COLOR: #003366;
 TEXT-DECORATION: UNDERLINE; }

A:HOVER, A:ACTIVE {
 COLOR: #009999; }

A:HOVER {
 TEXT-DECORATION: NONE; }
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free form text/html, continued

Suitable example:
This web site uses a lot of HTML functions, yet is clean and readable.
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Manage Targeted Content Channels: 
"remote html reference"

WrItIng
Keep all of wording short and to the point. Headline should be under 10 words.
fIle names
File names should contain eight or fewer characters (in prefix only) in the file name. For example: “imagetwo.jpg”.  
No special characters (except underscore) or spaces are allowed in the file name, use all lowercase.
Image lImIts: Keep size under 50kb at 72 dpi; no larger than 125 pixels by 125 pixels; RGB color space; file types .jpg 
or .gif.
Pictures larger than this will clog the server and make loading time for the viewer longer. If you are unsure about an image, please contact Sean 
Landers at slanders@cuesta.edu or call x3248. For web accessibility questions contact Kelly Whitten, kwhitten@cuesta.edu or call x2825. 

Overview: Use this function when you don’t want to use Free Form 
HTML and don’t want the content to be uploaded to the myCuesta 
server. As noted on page 3, do not embed an actual web site within 
the channel (see page 3 for unsuitable example). The purpose of  this 
channel is to create a web site that fits within the channel. Refer to 
Free Form HTML section for guidelines on HTML.

Suitable example:
This channel was created using HTML linked externally to 
an outside server. 
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Manage Targeted Content Channels:  
"remote Image reference"

WrItIng
Keep all of wording short and to the point. Headline should be under 10 words.
Image parameters limits: width should not exceed 200 pixels, height should not exceed 200 pixels.
 

Overview: The purpose of  this channel is to link 
an image off  of  an external server. Image param-
eter choices are available.

Suitable example:
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glossary of frequently used terms:

Byte: A commonly used unit of storage measurement in computers which corresponds to a single 
character of computer language. A kilobyte ("kb" or "k") is approximately 1,000 bytes and a megabyte 
(mb) is approximately 1 million bytes. For myCuesta usage we want to keep files in the kilobyte range, 
i.e. 50 kb.

Cascading style sheet (CSS): An external or internal Web document that is used to implement 
a style for Web pages though the use of a set of stylistic rules that describe colors, fonts and layout. 
Style sheets lessen the use of common tags, such as <font> within each page of code. The beauty of 
style sheets is that if a change is needed on multiple pages you modify the style sheet and the change 
will apply to all the pages. It also helps to keep a consistent style within a group of Web pages when 
many different users are creating pages.  

dpI (or PPI, pixels per inch): Abbreviation of dots per inch. DPI is a measure of resolution of a computer 
display or photographic image file. The more dots per inch, the higher the resolution. Standard dpi for 
myCuesta usage is 72 dpi

gif: A file format for images and artwork, used almost exclusively for the Web. Gif supports color and 
various resolutions. It also includes data compression, but because it is limited to 256 colors, it is more 
effective for images with a limited color palette such as illustrations rather than color photos.

jpg (or jpeg): A file format for photographic images. It is a commonly used format for because it em-
ploys a method of compression that lends itself well to Web usage and sending through e-mail.

link (also known as a hyperlink): A navigation element in a Web document that links one section or 
document to another section or document. 

Pixel: A single point in a graphic image. Graphics monitors display pictures by dividing the display 
screen into thousands (or millions) of pixels, arranged in rows and columns. The pixels are so close 
together that they appear connected therefore forming a picture.

rgB: An additive color model which is comprised of red, green, and blue and is used in defining colors 
on the Web (as opposed to CMYK colors which defines colors for print) . RGB color should be used in 
defining photographic color models and not used in HTML code.


